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If you're a car enthusiast, you've probably heard the term "VTEC" before, but you might not
know what it means. If you don't, here's an explainer. VTEC is a type of variable valve-timing
system developed and used by Honda. Like most other variable-valve timing systems , VTEC
varies oil pressure to shift between different cam profiles. At higher engine speeds, the cam
profile allows greater valve lift, which allows more air into the cylinder. This helps generate
more horsepower. But the way VTEC goes about switching cam profiles is totally distinct. Most
variable valve-timing systems use increased oil pressure to shift the timing of the camshaft,
opening the valves earlier; VTEC uses an entirely different set of cams at high RPMs. Explaining
the process with words alone doesn't do it justice. If you want to know what happens inside the
engine, definitely give this clip a watch. As Fenske explains, VTEC-equipped engines have two
rocker arms with their own low-profile cams for each cylinder, and a central rocker arm with its
own high-profile cam, which is unused at low RPMs. As engine speeds rise, a piston inside the
rockers is pressurized with oil, locking all three cams together to increase valve lift. This is
where that signature "VTEC kicking in" sound comes from. Now next time you "get into VTEC"
while driving your Honda, you'll know exactly what's happening inside your engine. Join Now.
New Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Building the Perfect
Race-Car Driver. This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same
content in another format, or you may be able to find more information, at their web site. This
content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Technology. The VTEC
system uses two or occasionally three camshaft profiles and hydraulically selects between
profiles. It was invented by Honda engineer Ikuo Kajitani. Japan levies a tax based on engine
displacement , [3] and Japanese auto manufacturers have correspondingly focused their
research and development efforts toward improving the performance of their smaller engine
designs. One method for increasing performance into a static displacement includes forced
induction , as with models such as the Toyota Supra and Nissan ZX which used turbocharger
applications and the Toyota MR2 which used a supercharger for some model years. A third
option is to change the cam timing profile, of which Honda VTEC was the first successful
commercial design for altering the profile in real-time. The switching operation between the two
cam lobes is controlled by the ECU which takes account of engine oil pressure, engine
temperature, vehicle speed, engine speed and throttle position. Using these inputs, the ECU is
programmed to switch from the low lift to the high lift cam lobes when certain conditions are
met. At the switch point a solenoid is actuated that allows oil pressure from a spool valve to
operate a locking pin which binds the high RPM rocker arm to the low RPM ones. From this
point on, the valves open and close according to the high-lift profile, which opens the valve
further and for a longer time. The switch-over point is variable, between a minimum and
maximum point, and is determined by engine load. The switch-down back from high to low RPM
cams is set to occur at a lower engine speed than the switch-up representing a hysteresis cycle
to avoid a situation in which the engine is asked to operate continuously at or around the
switch-over point. The older approach to timing adjustments is to produce a camshaft with a
valve timing profile that is better suited to low-RPM operation. The improvements in low-RPM
performance, which is where most street-driven automobiles operate a majority of the time,
occur in trade for a power and efficiency loss at higher RPM ranges. In the regular four-stroke
automobile engine, the intake and exhaust valves are actuated by lobes on a camshaft. The
shape of the lobes determines the timing, lift and duration of each valve. Lift refers to how much
the valve is opened. Duration refers to how long the valve is kept open. Due to the behavior of
the working fluid air and fuel mixture before and after combustion, which have physical
limitations on their flow, as well as their interaction with the ignition spark, the optimal valve
timing, lift and duration settings under low RPM engine operations are very different from those
under high RPM. Optimal low RPM valve timing lift and duration settings would result in
insufficient filling of the cylinder with fuel and air at high RPM, thus greatly limiting engine
power output. Conversely, optimal high RPM valve timing lift and duration settings would result
in very rough low RPM operation and difficult idling. The ideal engine would have fully variable
valve timing, lift and duration, in which the valves would always open at exactly the right point,
lift high enough and stay open just the right amount of time for the engine speed and load in
use. Honda also applied the system to SOHC single overhead camshaft engines such as the
D-Series and J-Series Engines, which share a common camshaft for both intake and exhaust
valves. This is because VTEC requires a third center rocker arm and cam lobe for each intake
and exhaust side , and, in the SOHC engine, the spark plugs are situated between the two
exhaust rocker arms, leaving no room for the VTEC rocker arm. Additionally, the center lobe on
the camshaft cannot be utilized by both the intake and the exhaust, limiting the VTEC feature to

one side. However, beginning with the J37A2 3. The intake and exhaust rocker shafts contain
primary and secondary intake and exhaust rocker arms, respectively. The primary rocker arm
contains the VTEC switching piston, while the secondary rocker arm contains the return spring.
The term "primary" does not refer to which rocker arm forces the valve down during low-RPM
engine operation. Rather, it refers to the rocker arm which contains the VTEC switching piston
and receives oil from the rocker shaft. The primary exhaust rocker arm contacts a low-profile
camshaft lobe during low-RPM engine operation. Once VTEC engagement occurs, the oil
pressure flowing from the exhaust rocker shaft into the primary exhaust rocker arm forces the
VTEC switching piston into the secondary exhaust rocker arm, thereby locking both exhaust
rocker arms together. The high-profile camshaft lobe which normally contacts the secondary
exhaust rocker arm alone during low-RPM engine operation is able to move both exhaust rocker
arms together which are locked as a unit. The same occurs for the intake rocker shaft, except
that the high-profile camshaft lobe operates the primary rocker arm. Each exhaust valve on the
J37A2 corresponds to one primary and one secondary exhaust rocker arm. Therefore, there are
a total of twelve primary exhaust rocker arms and twelve secondary exhaust rocker arms.
However, each secondary intake rocker arm is shaped similar to a "Y" which allows it to contact
two intake valves at once. One primary intake rocker arm corresponds to each secondary intake
rocker arm. As a result of this design, there are only six primary intake rocker arms and six
secondary intake rocker arms. VTEC-E is the first version of VTEC to employ the use of roller
rocker arms and because of that, it forgoes the need for having 3 intake lobes for actuating the
two valvesâ€”two lobes for non-VTEC operation one small and one medium-sized lobe and one
lobe for VTEC operation the biggest lobe. Instead, there are two different intake cam profiles per
cylinder: a very mild cam lobe with little lift and a normal cam lobe with moderate lift. Because
of this, at low RPM, when VTEC is not engaged, one of the two intake valves is allowed to open
only a very small amount due to the mild cam lobe, forcing most of the intake charge through
the other open intake valve with the normal cam lobe. As the engine's speed and load increase,
both valves are needed to supply a sufficient mixture. This sliding pin connects the intake
rocker arm followers together so that, now, both intake valves are following the "normal"
camshaft lobe instead of just one of them. When in VTEC, since the "normal" cam lobe has the
same timing and lift as the intake cam lobes of the SOHC non-VTEC engines, both engines have
identical performance in the upper powerband assuming everything else is the same. There are
3 intake cam lobes: 2 for the low-RPM mode 1 for almost closed valve, 1 for normally opened
and 1 for the powerful mode when the VTEC solenoid is activated. With the VTEC solenoid is on
the 3-rd biggest lobe begins to push all the intake valves with the more aggressively profile.
This 12 Valve mode results in swirl of the intake charge which increases combustion efficiency,
resulting in improved low end torque and better fuel economy. At RPM, depending on load, one
of the VTEC solenoids engages, which causes the second valve to lock onto the first valve's
camshaft lobe. Also called valve mode, this method resembles a normal engine operating mode
and improves the mid-range power curve. At RPM, the second VTEC solenoid engages both
solenoids now engaged so that both intake valves are using a middle, third camshaft lobe. The
third lobe is tuned for high-performance and provides peak power at the top end of the RPM
range. Honda CR-Z able to switch between low-end mode and standard mode from rpm to rpm
uninterrupted and engage to high cam mode from rpm upward on SOHC. The technology first
appeared on Honda's K-series four-cylinder engine family in VTEC controls of valve lift and
valve duration are still limited to distinct low- and high-RPM profiles, but the exhaust camshaft
is now capable of advancing between 25 and 50 degrees, depending upon engine configuration.
Phasing is implemented by a computer-controlled, oil-driven adjustable cam sprocket. The
exhaust phase varies from fully retarded at idle to somewhat advanced at full throttle and low
RPM. The effect is further optimization of torque output, especially at low and midrange RPM.
Both intake and exhaust cams have 3 cam lobes per cylinder. However, the valvetrain has the
added benefit of roller rockers and VTC continuously variable intake cam timing. At low RPM
only one valve on the intake opens fully, promoting combustion chamber swirl and improved
fuel atomization. At higher RPM, both intake valves run off the larger intake cam lobe, improving
total air flow and top-end power. The large lobes operate the intake valves directly while the
small lobe is engaged during VTEC. At low RPMs, the small lobe locks onto one of the larger
lobes and keeps one of the intake valves partially open during the compression cycle, similar to
the Atkinson Cycle. The ability for Honda to switch between Atkinson cycle and normal cycle
allows excellent fuel efficiency without sacrificing too much performance. According to Honda,.
VCM technology works on the principle that a vehicle only requires a fraction of its power
output at cruising speeds. The system electronically deactivates cylinders to reduce fuel
consumption. The engine is able to run on 3, 4, or all 6 cylinders based on the power
requirement, essentially getting the best of both worlds. V6 power when accelerating or

climbing, as well as the efficiency of a smaller engine when cruising. Although it was
speculated that it would first be used in Honda Accord, the vehicle instead utilizes the existing
i-VTEC system. Honda's advanced VTEC technology departs greatly from its previous
incarnations by no longer relying on switching between two sets of lobes on a given camshaft.
It instead uses a single cam lobe per valve, and two rocker arms per valve whereby the second
rocker arm has a movable pivot point, thereby providing the varying cam lift. Advanced VTEC
motors still use the now standard oil pressure controlled variable cam gear angle mechanism.
With these two technologies combined Honda has developed an infinitely variable valve timing
and lift system "VVTL". With the introduction of i-VTEC the systems gained infinitely variable
valve timing but still only staged lift i. A related U. Advanced VTEC has a standard camshaft and
rocker arms, attached as they normally are with camshaft overhead, and rocker arms pushing
down on the poppet valves. The camshaft is surrounded by a partially open drum which has
secondary rocker arms attached to it via a pivoting point. These secondary rocker arms, which
have a varying depth profile similar to cams , are directly actuated by the camshaft, in a
scissor-like manner. The primary rocker arms are actuated by the secondary drum attached
rocker arms. The drum will only rotate to advance or retard the position of the secondary rocker
arms, to take advantage of their varying profiles. Thus, through varying the position of the drum
about its axis, each cam profile is changed to an optimal height for maximum engine
performance without sacrificing fuel efficiency at lower speeds. VTEC implementation on the
exhaust rocker arms causes the turbo to be spooled quicker, eliminating turbo lag. VTEC Turbo
engines come in three displacement capacities: a 1. Initial implementation for European
vehicles included 2-litre 4-cylinder turbocharged engine used from Honda Civic Type R until
present, which included Euro 6 emissions compliance. The dwell of the valves remains
unchanged, as in the automobile VTEC-E, and little extra power is produced, but with a
smoothing-out of the torque curve. Honda incorporated the technology into the NC series,
including the NCD Integra , released in , using a single camshaft to provide two timing routines
for the intake valves. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Engine system. For other uses, see
VTEC disambiguation. This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section
by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.
July Learn how and when to remove this template message. Main article: 3-stage VTEC. Main
article: Honda K engine. Main article: Honda R engine. Honda Motor Co. Retrieved Archived
from the original on Aichi Prefectural Government Office. Aichi Prefecture. Archived PDF from
the original on Retrieved 27 March Archived from the original on 28 March Retrieved 28 May
Honda Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing Team.
Categories : Variable valve timing Honda Motorcycle engines introductions. Hidden categories:
Webarchive template wayback links Articles with short description Short description matches
Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from
August Articles needing additional references from July All articles needing additional
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Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Gasoline-powered engines require four things to
generate horsepower: Air, fuel, compression, and spark. A part of the engine known as the
camshaft controls when and how much the valves open and close, and therefore how much air
goes into the engine. On this camshaft are raised points known as lobes, which, as the
camshaft rotates, will push the valves open and then closed via rocker arms. Larger lobes will
open the valves further than smaller ones. If you are interested in knowing about the reasons
why your check engine light is on , you can check the guide we created. In an engine, the
camshaft is a long rod that normally sits above the cylinder and the piston, and that operates
the valves which plug up both an intake channel and an exhaust channel. Your spark plug
discharges, allowing the fuel inside to combust, and another rotation opens the exhaust
channel as the intake channel is closed, pushing out the exhaust gasses. During this process,
the pistons move up and down in the cylinders. Quite a few variables control how an engine
produces the power needed to make a car move. The process of opening and closing the valves
that we just described works well at low revolutions per minute rpm , but the valves open and
close so quickly as the engine builds up speed that performance ultimately starts suffering. We
suggest you watch it before reading the rest, because it will help our explanation make a whole
lot more sense. In a traditional engine, the camshaft opens and closes the valves, and its lobes
are all the same size. At lower rpm, only the outer lobes are controlling the valves. As the
engine begins to spin more quickly, the center lobe takes over and the valves open sooner and
closer later, which results in a sudden burst of speed and better performance. Yes and no; it
depends on how you drive. Engine basics Gasoline-powered engines require four things to
generate horsepower: Air, fuel, compression, and spark. The below video explains what we just

talked about start at about 49 seconds. Editors' Recommendations The difference between
diesel- and gasoline-powered cars Is your check engine light on? Here are 10 possible reasons
why What is a hybrid car, and how does it work? Best cheap air purifier deals for February How
to connect your computer to a TV. Wyze Robot Vacuum review: Efficiency without the pricey
cost. Future cars: The best upcoming cars worth waiting for. From battlefields to suburban
driveways, this is the history of Jeep. Camry vs. What is a hybrid car, and how does it work?
The fastest cars in the world. Nissan has a cool idea to make remote working truly remote. This
Tesla video manages to make battery production look cool. But what is VTEC, and what does it
do? How is it any different than iVTEC? Well, first you need to understand what VTEC is. One
camshaft profile for low RPM, providing good torque and excellent drivability, and a camshaft
profile for high rpm that has greater lift and longer duration. This system is usually set to a
specific RPM 5, and greatly increases horsepower. Why does Honda impletment this system?
They implement it to improve optimum engine effeciency which results in more horsepower and
better fuel economy. Since the camshaft spins half as fast as the crankshaft, optimum valve
over-lap and timing is different at every RPM. Muscle cars have that lope at idle because of the
camshaft design. By designing a camshaft specifically for high RPM horsepower, you must use
sacrifice how smooth the engine runs at low RPM. This sacrifice is what causes the engine lope
at idle. VTEC-E does this by effectively forcing the engine to run as a 12 valve engine instead of
its normal 16 valves. It does this by not allowing the second intake valve to open fully. Variable
Timing Control VTC , is a mechanism that allows the camshaft gear to be continuously variable.
The variable camshaft gear allows the valve overlap to be adjusted at any RPM. By adjusting the
valve overlap agt different RPM ranges, effeciency and power levels are greatly improved.
Honda uses this system on the intake camshaft but not on the exhaust camshaft, as the gains
from having VTC on the exhaust camshaft are minute. VTC is always active and adjusting valve
overlap for optimal engine efficiency and power at any given RPM. As you can imagine,
combined the best of both world results in an incredibly efficient and powerful engine. The
VTEC part of the system has two different camshaft profiles, one for low rpms, and one for high
rpm. The VTEC part of the system allows valve overlap to be adjusted at any moment, resulting
in much greater efficiency and slightly better performance. At low RPM only one intake valve
opens, which decreases fuel consumption, then at 2, rpm, it engages the second intake valve,
allowing it to operate like a normal 16 valve engine. How the VTEC system increase horsepower
may be slightly confusing, so let me break it down for you. To increase torque, you must let
more air and fuel into the engine. If the valves must open further and for longer, the amount of
air being sucked into the cylinder can be increased. Since the camshaft spins half as fast as the
crankshaft, it cannot be optimized for all RPM ranges. Having multiple camshaft lobes allows
you to maximize lift and duration for various RPM ranges. Since the camshaft is optimized for
both high and low rpm ranges, it makes more torque in those ranges. More torque, especially at
high RPMs, equals more horsepower. There is a lot of information to take in. I hoped this article
helped you understand VTEC vs. If you learned something new, then be sure to share this with
your friends and comment your thoughts below. Very good info I just have a question I have a 2.
Its great to know that there are people willing with open hands so to speak to share information.
This is definitely encouraging. You guys gave me the info i needed to prove them otherwise.
Good day mr duster im looking into a honda civic type r with mileage on it at a auction and a
honda accord type s with mileage also at the same auction is it a good idea to get both cars
reason i want to use the honda accord block on the honda civic type r do you recommend it or
are the mileage to high please help so that I dont blow a hole in my pocket regards dylan meyer.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Currently you
have JavaScript disabled. In order to post comments, please make sure JavaScript and Cookies
are enabled, and reload the page. Click here for instructions on how to enable JavaScript in
your browser. How Does it Increase Horsepower? Summary There is a lot of information to take
in. About Bryce Cleveland Articles. Bryce founded Dust Runners Automotive Journal in as a
way to write about the cars he found interesting. Follow him on Instagram for more bryce. And
run!!!! Is Mobil No. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. The
base engine is a 2. In total, the new Accord's base engine is more powerful, cleaner and more
fuel-efficient2 than the engine it replaces. Use for comparison purposes only. Do not compare
to models before Your actual mileage will vary depending on how you drive and maintain your
vehicle. Fuel economy ratings and horsepower are unchanged, but these engines comply with
tougher PZEV requirements, in part, by virtue of a special i-VTEC system that leaves one
exhaust valve closed in each cylinder at low rpm, and the use of new fuel injector and dual
probe spark plugs that improve combustion, in addition to the near-zero evaporative emissions
equipment. Accord Sedan and Coupe V-6 models equipped with 5-speed automatic
transmissions are powered by a 3. Depending on driving conditions, the engine operates on

three, four or all six cylinders to help boost fuel economy or power as needed. That makes it
more fuel efficient than the smaller, less powerful engine it replaces when and models are
tested using the identical EPA fuel economy evaluation parameters. It is paired with a
close-ratio 6-speed manual transmission for maximum performance and driving control. Tire
Rack Upgrade Garage. Search for a Dealer:. American Honda reports January sales More
American Honda reports December sales More Acura debuts the MDX and releases pricing and
specs, a few thoughts More American Honda reports November sales More Join Discussion
What one gets Join Discussion Jeff Palmer. Viewing Threshold What is this? Thread Originator.
Accord is OFF my shopping list. Motor Trend hp listed as , , ??? Gas Milage sucks. Is anybody
else curious? Big Disappointment - Transmission Ratios. A V8 would've been better. Highly
unimpressed with new V6. Power Of Dreams. Premium Gas Bump? V6 Output per Liter
underwhelming. Clarification please. Acura hand downs with improvements. V6 Supercharger.
Honda Dream. Top Speed governor???? Envy that K Well they stood up to the plate! All
information contained herein remains the property of Velocitech Inc. This engine receives
horsepower and Nm of torque. Although the value is not impressive, it proves sufficient in the C
segment hatchback. The compact Honda accelerates to the top in less than 9 seconds, and has
optimal fuel taste. Engines are always being modernized. In , the designation was changed to
R18Z â€” it acquired one horsepower. The 1. Additionally, it accepts multi-point fuel injection, 4
cylinders, 16 valves, aluminum block and cylinder head, and a naturally aspirated structure. In
addition, the engineers focused on timing which was operated by a maintenance free chain and
an electronically controlled throttle. What is the result of the final solution? That makes it
possible to avoid delaying the reaction to the gas by as much as 16 percent. It is best to change
the lubricant it contains every 15, kilometers, or once a year. New oil must meet the
requirements of the 5W standard. What else should you remember when operating a Japanese
gasoline engine? The first should be done after driving , kilometers by car. From then on, the
distance had to be set at 40, kilometers. It deserves to be cut in half, especially when the engine
is powered by LPG. The petrol engine 1. However, it can burn engine oil during dynamic driving.
Drivers need not worry about this fact. On the other hand, you should regularly check the oil
level in the engine. Yes, the engine is aspirated naturally. Unfortunately, at the same time, small
amounts of oil can accelerate wear, for example a variable valve timing system, camshaft or
even a timing chain tensioner. And replacing these components will definitely be expensive. Its
life span is estimated at , kilometers. However, if the driver remembers about regular servicing
and all maintenance procedures, the distance covered can be doubled! What failures do drivers
complain about? Symptoms include a mild jolt that does not stop when the engine warms up
while driving. It mainly relates to end-of-production engines and is generally produced under
warranty â€” due to the low vehicle mileage. In addition, the occurrence is somewhat sporadic,
but still worth paying attention to. What symptoms does the driver complain about? The oil light
comes on while you are driving, then a metallic sound starts from under the hood. The engine
must be immobilized as quickly as possible, and then the car must be brought to the workshop.
Japanese technology in the late nineties meant expensive spare parts. This means that most
replacement elements are available in replacement form at reasonable prices. Yes, there are
more expensive parts. Hence, this is an amount that drivers will be happy to pay for a
trouble-free Japanese car. Perhaps Honda cars are not the most technologically advanced and
have acquired controversial styling over the years. They must be civilized. And one of the best
pieces of evidence to support this thesis is the 1. How do I summarize it? If the driver maintains
his regular service, the engine will pay off with great durability. This is one of the most trouble
free petrol engines on the market! Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. Home Cars. What is Volvo PowerPulse Mean? Renault Nissan 2. Home
Engines Honda 1. Engines Honda. Jump To Article. Please enter your comment! Please enter
your name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Recent Posts. Jasmine Lee 0. If
you need a used car with a small diesel engine, even though the repair costs are very high,
there are several attractive offers The system was upgraded to i-VTEC in the early s, which
added intake camshaft timing adjustment. The hallmark of the Honda VTEC system is the ability
to vary valve timing, which is when the exhaust valves close and open within the engine head.
By altering the lift and duration of valve operation, the engine can optimize both low- and
high-end operation. Prior to VTEC engine designers had to pick where in the revolution range
the engine would be optimized for performance. VTEC engines posses a threshold typically rpm
above which the VTEC system engages a third rocker arm, which hold valves open for longer
periods, improving high end power. The system was implemented in single- and dual-overhead
engines. The i-VTEC system added additional control for intake valves at low and medium
throttle levels, thus improving low-end and partial throttle response from the engine. Thus, the
i-VTEC system provides all the benefits of the traditional VTEC design's high-end open throttle

power, while providing better engine operation at low and partial throttle. The performance
variant allowed three cam lobes per cylinder for both intake and exhaust, whereas the economy
i-VTEC system only possesses two lobes on the intake cam, and no VTEC control on the
exhaust cam. The performance version resulted in an additional 40 horsepower in the K series
engines. Honda estimates the system will result in a 13 percent increase in fuel efficiency.
Based near Chicago, Sameca Pandova has been writing since and now contributes to various
websites. He is an attorney with experience in health care, family and criminal prosecution
issues. References Autos. The company's unique, dynamically adjustable valvetrain is, in large
part, what helped make '90s-era Civics and Integras cooler than Ford Aspires and Daewoo
Lanoses. Even today, VTEC remains one of the most important solutions to balancing low
emissions and high performance since the internal combustion engine was created more than
years ago. REV allowed for a single intake or exhaust valve for each cylinder to remain idle until
more power was needed. In , Honda launched its NCE New Concept Engine project, which
further convinced the company that developing some sort of multi-cam profile for its
automobile engines was a good idea. It would take years before other manufacturers followed,
offering some sort of variable valve timing technology across their own lineups. The principles
of VTEC haven't changed much. Simple, elegant and almost entirely mechanical, VTEC allows
an engine to alternate between two different camshaft profiles. In twin-cam configurations, each
camshaft features three lobes per cylinder--its two primary lobes and its larger, longer-duration
secondary lobe--which correspond to three respective rocker arms. Under normal conditions,
the center rocker arm, which is paired to the camshaft's larger, center VTEC lobe, does little
more than ride on what Honda calls its Lost Motion Assembly. All of that changes once VTEC
engages, though. Here, oil pressure forces a series of pins into place, engaging the center
rocker arm, which reacts against the camshafts' larger, center lobes, forcing both valves to
operate under the VTEC lobe's higher-lift, longer-duration profile. The results allow more air and
fuel into the combustion chambers, which means more power. Once engine speed is reduced
and the VTEC signal is terminated, the pins retract, disengaging the middle rocker arm, allowing
the engine to operate normally. Here, a specialized camshaft gear allows for continuously
variable intake camshaft phasing throughout the RPM range. Based upon all sorts of things that
you don't have to worry about, like camshaft position, ignition timing, exhaust oxygen content
and throttle position, a degree range of camshaft phasing is possible degree range on K24A2.
Much like VTEC, the camshaft gear is electronically controlled and hydraulically driven,
resulting in reduced timing at idle and advanced timing at higher engine speeds, which
increases valve overlap and power. All of this is very good news for everybody except
aftermarket cam gear makers. Economy i-VTEC engines are the oddballs, though. Much like
Honda's emissions-conscious VTEC-E of the mids that you don't care about, impressive power
figures were not the primary concern during development. Most notably, their exhaust
camshafts are stripped of VTEC and their intake camshafts feature only two lobes and two
rocker arms per cylinder instead of three. Prior to VTEC engagement, economy-i-VTEC engines
make use of only a single intake valve per cylinder, even though they do indeed feature valve
cylinder heads. The remaining intake valve cracks open slightly--just enough to prevent unburnt
fuel from puddling up behind itself. Also known as valve idling, the process allows the engine to
sip fuel at lower engine speeds with improved power up top when both valves open and close
normally. Even VTC is tuned differently, with low emissions in mind. At 2, rpm, the secondary
intake valve opens, at which time the valvetrain operates as you'd expect. Unfortunately, overall
lift and duration doesn't increase like with traditional VTEC engines. To the disappointment of
Honda fans everywhere, as of the model year, only economy i-VTEC engines are offered. In
recent years, Honda's filed patents for numerous technologies, one of which is a-VTEC, that, if
developed, would be the logical variable valve timing successor. Here, camshaft lift will be
continuously variable, not just occurring at a specific engine speed that the ECU says it should.
Combine that with VTC and you've got the makings for the most dynamic valvetrain to date,
resulting in an unprecedented balance of performance, fuel efficiency and low emissions. The
design isn't a whole lot different from what pneumatic or electric valvetrains might offer,
resulting in valves that can open or close at any time and remain open for as long as they want.
If you're thinking of picking up your first Honda project or are ready to pull the trigger on a swap
and can't decide which engine is going to be right for you, then check out this quick, basic
guide to some of the best options available. What's not to like? What more do you want?
Understanding rod ratio and rod-to-stroke angle and how they affect engine performance.
Everything you need to know about creating a show quality shaved and tucked engine
compartment. Check out our guide to understanding the Toyota 2JZ-GTE for everything you'll
ever want to know about one of the grea
bmw 525i spark plugs replacement
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test production engines in history. Going For An Engine Swap? In day 4 of the Week to Wicked
gets a power adder, as well as improved cooling and a new battery. Blowoff Valves Explained.
Porting Rotary Engines - Port Authority. SuperStreetOnline how to. Notice the three-rocker-arm
configuration and large, center camshaft lobe. B16B Type R. B18C Type R. C32B Type R. K20A
Type R. View Photo Gallery 6 Photos. By Aaron Bonk. Japanese European Domestic. Rodrez
â€” Feb 5, Project K24 Pt. Rodrez â€” Nov 16, Rodrez â€” Oct 22, Scott Tsuneishi â€” Oct 22,
Rodrez â€” Oct 1, Super Street Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer
to receive offers and promotions from Super Street Online. Yes â€” I prefer to receive
occasional updates with special offers from carefully selected third party partners of Super
Street Online. By subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use.
Sponsored Links. Make Model Year Search. Related Articles SuperStreetOnline how to.

